
      
    
            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         

           
 
 

   
      
 

Mid Cap Equity 

Benchmark Indx & 
Category Average* 

4th Q 
2021 

12 
Mos. 

S&P 400 Index 8.00 24.76 
Mid Cap Blnd Avg 7.88 24.23 

S&P MC 400 Growth 8.00 18.90 
Mid Cap Gr Avg 2.31 12.30 

S & P 400 Value 7.97 30.65 
Mid Cap Val Avg 7.94 28.37 
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Selected Benchmark and Category Average Returns 

Large Cap Equity 

Benchmark Indx & 
Category Average* 

4th Q 
2021 

12 
Mos. 

S&P 500 Index  11.03 28.71 

Large Cap Blnd Avg 9.46 25.89 

S&P 500 Growth 13.37 32.01 

Large Cap Gr Avg 6.43 19.77 

S&P 500 Value 8.31 24.90 

Large Cap Val Avg 8.28 26.03 

   

   

 

Small Cap Equity 

Benchmark Indx & 
Category Average* 

4th Q 
2021 

12 
Mos. 

Russell 2000   2.14 14.82 
Small Cap Blnd Avg 5.50 22.76 

Russell 2000 Growth 0.01 2.83 
Small Cap Gr Avg 0.58 8.69 

Russell 2000 Value 4.36 28.27 
Small Cap Val Avg 6.15 31.19 

   

 

The Beat Goes On 

 
International Equity 

Benchmark Indx & 
Category Average* 

4th Q 
2021 

12 
Mos. 

MSCI EAFE 2.40 8.78 

Intl Equity Avg 2.77 10.62 

 

* Category average calculated using Morningstar Direct. Fund universe screened to include funds that 
meet the following criteria: 
 

A. M-Star Category consistent with designated asset class and management style. 
B. M-Star Style Box consistent with designated management style. 
C. Fund’s Objective consistent with asset class. 
D. Excludes Index Funds.  

 

We have not independently verified Morningstar data. 

As Sonny & Cher put it – the beat 
went on in US equity markets 
during Q4. The S&P 500 Index sang 
to its 70th record close of the year 
ultimately belting out 28.7%. Large 
Cap US stocks took center stage 
although Mid Caps, up 8%, carried 
a decent tune drowning out the 
Russell 2000’s meager 2.1% 
advance.  
 
Omicron gave the markets a post-
Thanksgiving case of indigestion. 
Investors mended quickly, 
however, and US equities regained 
lost ground to end 2021 up double 
digits for the 3rd year. Behind the 
scenes was anything but 
harmonious. According to Schwab, 
92% of the S&P 500 constituents 

suffered a correction of at least 10% at 
some point during the year. 
 
2021 opened with a widespread 
rotation into Value that persisted in 
Mid/Small US arenas. Small Value 
resounded a whopping 25.5% above 
Small Growth. The 2nd quarter flip 
back to Growth in Large Caps also 
resonated through year-end although 
at 7% the discord was less notable.  
 
In spite of a fairly flat Q4, the Russell 
2000 progressed 14% in 2021.  
Performance was muted by lower 
quality Small Caps making up around 
25% of the index.  The S&P 600’s use 
of profitability screens paid off 
propelling this version of the Small 
Cap US index up 26%. 

 
Foreign stocks edged up 2.7% in 
Q4 and returned a respectable 
8.8% for the year. Mixed signals on 
growth prospects coaxed the ECB 
to slow its bond buying program 
but leave interest rates unchanged. 
The STOXX Europe 600 ex UK 
Index gained 5.7% in Q4 and 15.6% 
for the year, outshining others like 
the MSCI Japan Index that 
squeaked by with a small gain.  
 
Emerging Market equities hit a 
sour note ending down -1.3% in Q4 
and -2.5% for 2021. Chinese stocks, 
over 1/3rd of the index, continued 
to groan under regulatory 
crackdowns combined with 
concerns that more companies 
would follow Didi’s lead and pull 
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US exchange listings.  Former darlings Alibaba and 
Tencent dropped -48.9% and -19.3% in 2021. Unless the 
Chinese reorchestrate, expect ongoing turmoil.  We don’t 
usually peddle specific regional exposure, but it may be 
prudent to lighten up on China for a while. 
 
India hummed a happier melody rising almost 25% in 
2021. Spiking food and energy prices not to mention the 
virus muffled recoveries in many other regions. Several 
EM central banks have responded with sharp rate 
increases – good for their bond issues but a headwind for 
equities. 
 
While Omicron concerns may prove transitory, inflation 
showed signs of persistence, surging 6.8% in November 
from the prior year – a 39-year record and the fastest pace 
since 1982.  Core CPI which strips out food and energy 
jumped 4.9%, the highest rate since 1991. Some of the 
racket is attributed to the base-effect coming off 2020 
lows, yet month-over-month increases were still 
pronounced.  
 
High-pitched inflation is rooted in strong consumer 
demand that Covid constrained suppliers can’t match. 
Retail sales were up 18% year-over-year in December per 
the Census Bureau despite rising prices. Elasticity says the 
buying frenzy should calm down as prices reach tolerance 
limits, but that may take a while if spending capacity 
expands.  Nominal wages rose 4.7% - still a step behind 
inflation. 
 
The cry for higher wages was heard loud and clear as a 
spate of strikes forced some big employers to include cost-
of-living increases in union contracts. According to Fed 
Chair Powell, pay raises haven’t been passed on to 
consumers yet.  Neither have Producer Prices that 
climbed 9.6% in November.  
 
The unemployment rate shrank to 3.9% in December even 
though a disappointing 199K jobs were added. The 
participation rate remained static – 1.5% lower than pre-
pandemic and 3.6 million fewer employed people 
compared to February 2020.  Presumably we need those 
voices back in the group to cure shortages.  Real growth 
in wages has stagnated for years, yet the tight labor 
market has many prophesying a dreaded wage price 
spiral.  
 
Should we panic at visions of the 1970’s /early ‘80s?  Well 
maybe the rebirth of popcorn shirts and hot pants – but 
are the economic vibes different these days? Back then, 
OPEC-induced oil price spikes spawned a wave of 
inflation that was exacerbated by unionized labor’s COLA 
bargaining power. Perhaps COVID is the modern-day 
OPEC, jacking up prices due to supply chain disruption 

met with overstimulated demand. Will 
competition for scarce employees subside before a 
relentless cycle of rising wages is baked into costs 
passed on to consumers?  
 
Overall, the workforce is much less unionized than 
it was 50 years ago and there is another plausible 
scenario. We corral the virus, production spickets 
reopen, people get back to work instead of waiting 
for handouts and the Government implements its 
spending plans judiciously. Prices and wages 
stabilize.  
 
The Fed dropped “transitory” from its description 
of inflation but offered assurances they will do 
their part to keep escalating prices from becoming 
embedded in expectations. Ending the Fed bond 
buying program paves the way for higher interest 
rates. Investors sold short-term bonds pushing up 
the yield on 2-year notes, typically most sensitive 
to monetary policy, from 0.28% at the start of Q4 to 
0.75% by quarter’s end.  A whopper percentage 
change – but still under 1%! The 10-year Treasury 
refused to budge so the yield curve flattened. The 
Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index was 
essentially flat during Q4 and down -1.5% for the 
year. If rampant inflation is our future, it isn’t 
evident in yields yet. The Fed can try to increase 
rates, but the voracious appetite for US dollar debt 
presses them down again. 
 
We avoid prognosticating and there isn’t any 
historical perspective for a period marked by 
recurring global shut-downs and reopenings.  
Statistics suggest that equities do quite well when 
inflation ranges from 2%-4%, Value more so than 
Growth.  According to FactSet, 10 of 11 industry 
sectors in the S&P 500 are expected to report 
earnings growth in 2022. The aggregate forward 
PE ratio is above its long-term average at 21 but 
lower than the end of 2020.  There is a wide range 
among sectors with Tech and Consumer 
Discretionary still at the highest levels in a decade. 
In spite of an impressive 2021 rebound, Energy 
stocks are trading below average at 11x earnings. 
Unless the noose around interest rates loosens, 
competition for equities could keep the beat going, 
albeit at a gentler, muted pace. 
 
Still, it only makes sense to moderate expectations 
for 2022 – at least for markets that blasted up to 
record octaves last year.  Boosted with 
extraordinary profits on equities, a conservative 
portfolio allocation should be ready and able to 
carry the tune if cacophony erupts in the other side 
of the orchestra.  



Flouting monikers like “fool’s gold” and ”rat poison 
squared” crypto currencies continue to headline in 
financial media and score assets. Whether or not it 
makes sense, crypto is creeping toward mainstream. We 
are not here to dispute its legitimacy or debate its 
ultimate future, but rather to highlight a few of the many 
ways you could participate in its evolution. To quote J.P. 
Morgan’s Jamie Dimon, “I don’t care about Bitcoin...but 
clients are interested, and I don’t tell clients what to do.” 
 
Not a generally accepted medium of payment yet and 
far afield from its primeval purpose, volatility alone 
entices investors with an appetite for speculation.  
Annualized returns have been extraordinary (see Table I 
below. Statistics do not reflect 25%+ decline since early 
November peak!). Bitcoin skyrockets but falls to the 
ground with startling velocity.  See Table II on Page 7 for 
a comparison of maximum drawdowns and months to 
recovery. The point is, however one decides to get into 
the game, be prepared for a very wild ride. 
 
This essay makes specific reference to Bitcoin and crypto 
currency generically but there are thousands of varieties.  
According to CoinMarketCap just under 3,000 tokens 
were swirling around the globe in late 2019.  Ignoring 
inactive issues, that number is approaching 7,000. 
 
An emerging crypto variant “stablecoin” hopes to jump 
start a DeFi (decentralized finance) movement. By 
pegging crypto (typically Ethereum) 1:1 to a fiat 
currency (the dollar or euro) sponsors purport to offer a 
lower cost, anonymous, fast means of payment 
sidestepping conventional institutions. Based on our 
understanding of fee structures, crypto is anything but 
inexpensive! Regulators are especially concerned about 
reserves issuers are maintaining to back their claim of 
parity. Our comments are centered around crypto 
currency as a potential investment. We are not about to 
take it as payment for our services! We are also deferring 
musings about non-fungible token (“NFT”) art for now.   
 

Direct Ownership 
 
You need a “wallet” to store your own crypto 
currencies. A wallet contains strings of data known as 
“keys.”  Public keys, also known as your wallet 
address, are used to send and receive specific coins in 
a transaction.  Private keys are the passwords used to 
access a wallet.  Protecting your keys is the highest 
priority.   
 
There are two basic types of wallets: Hot and Cold.  
Hot wallets reside on a host server and are accessed 
through internet-connected devices like computers, 
phones or tablets making transactions more 
convenient.  While the blockchain technology 
underpinning crypto currencies is generally 
considered secure, Hot wallets are a tempting target 
for hackers. 
 
A Cold wallet is a USB type drive that stores a user’s 
crypto and private key or password offline. Much 
safer – unless you lose it or it is stolen along with 
the password.  There are supposedly ways of 
regenerating a private key through a series of words 
(seed phrases) issued when you set up a wallet. 
Anyone with these codes can recreate and control the 
wallet on another device. Cold wallets cost from $50 - 
$200 – not a big deal if you intend to hold thousands. 
 
Retail customers cannot currently purchase or trade 
crypto currencies directly through a traditional 
brokerage account like Fidelity.  Unless you are a 
“miner” who produces coins, you will buy your 
crypto from an exchange or digital currency trading 
platform.  You then have the option to leave it in a 
custodial wallet with the exchange or transfer it to a 
do-it-yourself Hot or Cold wallet. 
 
Many prefer custodial wallets for convenience.  
Private keys are secured by the provider in a 
combination of Hot and Cold wallets.  Horror stories 

 

 

 

 

Table I 
Total 
Ret 1 

Yr  

Total 
Ret 

Annlzd 
3 Yr 

Total 
Ret 

Annlzd 
5 Yr 

  
Std 

Dev 1 
Yr  

Std 
Dev 3 

Yr 

Std 
Dev 5 

Yr 

CMBI Bitcoin TR  198.8 143.8 142.0   85.8 77.9 90.8 
S&P 500 TR  27.9 20.4 17.9   10.9 18.5 15.3 
NASDAQ 100 TR  32.4 33.6 28.6   13.2 19.9 17.3 
Russell 2000 TR  22.0 14.2 12.1   13.8 25.0 20.6 
S&P GSCI Brent Crude Spot 44.6 5.2 6.0   30.3 49.1 40.9 
Bloomberg US Agg Bond TR  -1.2 5.5 3.7   2.8 3.5 3.1 
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Pick Your Poison! or How to Dip Your Toes into Crypto Without Losing a Limb. 
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involving the theft of millions by hackers into digital 
vaults abound. You must rely on the exchange to protect 
your crypto and return it on demand. Wait a minute – 
isn’t that true of every brokerage or bank account? 
Absolutely, and that is why a robust body of law polices 
them and their practices are tightly regulated. Not so in 
the virtual money world. Larger exchanges insure losses 
from hackers into their systems but a widespread event 
could exceed limits.  They do not cover theft if the owner 
is responsible for unauthorized access or loses keys. 
 
We focused our overview of direct ownership on a few of 
the more established players. The names listed below are 
by no means inclusive – just the larger tip of the iceberg.  
Important factors to consider in choosing a dealer are 
ease of account set up and access, security, fees, 
redemption policies and customer service. The 
information noted below will definitely change. 
 
Coinbase  
 
One of the largest with access to ~100 crypto currencies. 
Carries insurance through AON for a portion of crypto 
assets.  Cash balances pooled in FDIC insured accounts – 
a common feature for the majors. 98% of investor funds 
in offline Cold storage. Affiliate Coinbase Pro designed 
for active traders with a more straightforward fee 
structure based on monthly volume. Up to 80 crypto-to-
crypto trading pairs.  Can be linked to retail Fidelity 
brokerage accounts for viewing. Coinbase Earn gives 
crypto rewards for participation in educational 
programs. Dedicated support for family offices, trusts 
and ultra-high net worth individuals. A lending facility 
secured by Bitcoin is available in some states. Credit card 
under development.  
 
Private keys are owned by Coinbase unless you transfer 
to your own wallet. Fee structure is a combination of flat, 
wire and transfer fees. At this writing Coinbase charged a 
spread of ~0.5% on purchases and sales in addition to 
transaction fees ranging from .5% to 4.5% depending on 
payment methods. Not available in Hawaii. 
 
Transaction maximum $25,000 per day on regular 
platform.  Unlimited trades on Coinbase Pro but 
withdrawals generally limited to $25,000 – subject to 
special requests.  Stable value known as USD Coin. 
 
Gemini 
 
50 crypto currencies available. Some crypto-to-crypto 
trading pairs. Easy access for beginners and advanced 
features for high volume traders. Up to 10 free 
withdrawals per month. Open to residents of all 50 states. 
Prides itself on 0 successful hacking events. 
 
Affiliated services include custody through regulated 
New York State trust company insured through third 

party brokers for up to $200 million. Pay app 
available to spend crypto including Gemini dollar 
stable coins at retail stores. Earn crypto rewards with 
Gemini credit card. Earn interest on currency deposits 
– by lending to institutional borrowers. Diminishes 
liquidity and not insured. 
 
Flat fee for small trades. 1.49% thereafter. 3.49% if 
using a debit card. No fee to receive bank deposits. 
Mobile or web app users pay a .5% “convenience fee“. 
After the first 10, each withdrawal is charged 0.001 
BTC or ~$47 as of December 15, 2021. $10,000 daily 
withdrawal limit. 
 
PayPal 
 
A leading digital payment platform with a history of 
secure processing that has offered crypto trading 
services since 2020 to US individuals other than 
Hawaiian residents. If you already have an account, 
you can establish access to a Cryptocurrencies Hub.  
PayPal (and others) requires identification including 
evidence of a physical residence – so much for 
anonymity! You can buy, hold and sell crypto assets – 
but you do not actually own them and you cannot 
withdraw or transfer to another wallet.  All client 
assets are held in a custodial account with Paxes Trust 
Company, LLC or other licensed provider PayPal 
may choose. PayPal agrees to replace crypto if 
account is hacked. Proceeds from sales of crypto 
assets are deposited into your PayPal balance account 
and can be used to pay for purchases. Prices are 
posted for limited terms. You may elect Crypto 
Checkout for selected vendors/merchants – but it 
isn’t really relevant because crypto assets will be sold 
for USD one way or another.  You cannot cancel or 
reverse transactions once authorized.  
 
PayPal currently supports Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin 
and Bitcoin Cash. They disclaim responsibility for 
losses resulting from a change such as a “fork.”  
Trading may be suspended while the company 
evaluates and customers may never receive the value 
represented by a spin off version. 
 
PayPal makes money on the crypto/dollar exchange 
rate of ~.5% but could be higher or lower and it is not 
disclosed. Transaction fees range from 2.3% to 1.5% 
on purchases of $1,000+.  No fee to sell when you 
choose Crypto Checkout. Crypto fees are in addition 
to other transaction processing charges. 
 
Published weekly crypto purchase limit is $100K for 
eligible customers, but trading limits will differ 
depending on circumstances. Crypto Checkout 
involves a sale so paying with the coins will trigger 
gain or loss.  PayPal will report on 1099 form. 
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Eaglebrook Advisors 
 
Eaglebrook is a platform for direct Bitcoin and Ethereum 
investment through separate accounts tailored for use by 
independent registered investment advisors (“RIAs”).  
There is a $500K minimum for individual clients.  
Exchange and custody accounts maintained for each 
person or entity through Gemini Trust Company.  IRAs 
invest through a preferred pricing partnership with 
AltoIRA.com. Eaglebrook charges 1%, annually. 
Referring RIAs may charge separately and a .3% annual 
custody fee is paid to Gemini. Gemini’s other fees are not 
explicitly disclosed in Eaglebrook’s SEC filing although 
one of the advisor’s objectives is to reduce those costs. 
 
Eaglebrook handles account set up and executes trades.  
They design custom passive or strategically managed 
portfolios.  Information can be integrated into several 
reporting systems used by RIAs. The company overlays 
Gemini’s security with its own protocols. At this writing 
cryptocurrencies are not explicitly considered 
“securities” subject to wash sale rules.  Until Congress 
legislates or the IRS rules otherwise, Eaglebrook 
specializes in harvesting tax losses for immediate 
reinvestment. 
 
Indirect Ownership 
 
Those intrigued by opportunity but concerned about 
security or intimidated by the process of direct crypto 
ownership may be interested in the blossoming 
inventory of indirect investment vehicles.  The universe 
will be expanding but here are a few of the instruments 
retail investors can currently access. 
 
The following options are publicly traded but different 
than a traditional exchange traded (“ETF”) or open-
ended mutual funds in a way that dramatically increases 
the disconnect between net asset values (“NAV”) and 
market prices. They are SEC registered Delaware 
Statutory Trusts and are not authorized to issue 
additional shares to the public.  New units are only 
created by private placement and must be held for at 
least 6 months before trading on a secondary market. 
The funds do not allow redemptions. This makes the 
supply less responsive to changes in demand, thereby 
heightening premiums and discounts. There is some 
concern that the trust format will become obsolete with 
the advent of crypto ETF’s - although there aren’t any US 
ETFs currently authorized to own crypto directly. 
 
Grayscale Trusts 
 
The world’s largest digital currency manager with over 
$55 billion in assets markets a suite of 16 products, single 
asset and diversified.  They are offered by private 
placement to accredited investors with account 
minimums ranging from $25,000 to $50,000.  7 of them 

do not presently authorize redemptions or trade on a 
secondary market – although the objective is to get them 
listed.  9 of the funds trade over the counter and can be 
purchased in traditional brokerage accounts as well as 
IRAs. The first, Grayscale Bitcoin trust (GBTC), was 
launched in 2013.  There are two Ethereum and a 
Litecoin trust in addition to others.  The Grayscale 
Digital Large Cap Fund targets 70% of digital assets.  
Crypto owned by each fund is held in Cold storage with 
Coinbase Custody Trust Company.  Prices of underlying 
holdings established by various CoinDesk indexes. 
Grayscale Bitcoin and Ether products exhibit reasonable 
levels of liquidity. Average 3-month daily trading 
volume for GBTC is ~6.2 million shares. Average 3-
month daily volume for Ethereum (ETHE) ~6.4 million 
shares. 
 
Management fees range from 2% to 2.5% and funds may 
incur other “extraordinary” expenses.  Fees paid from 
the funds’ crypto inventory.  Investors do not actually 
own the currency. The value of trust shares starts with 
the prices of its holdings.  As of this writing, GBTC is 
trading at a ~20% discount to NAV. The premium has 
been as high as 35% just this year.  Fluctuation in 
demand for the product will accentuate the volatile 
nature of its crypto constituents. 
 
Osprey Trusts 
 
The Osprey Bitcoin Trust is similar to Grayscale in 
structure but smaller. Launched in 2018. At 0.49%, fees 
are significantly lower. Trading under symbol OBTC, 
the security can be purchased and held in a brokerage or 
IRA account.  Several trusts offering exposure to other 
crypto currencies are presently only available to 
accredited investors.  Osprey uses a reputable third-
party custodian, Fidelity Digital Assets.  When it first hit 
the floor, Osprey’s popularity – largely due to rock 
bottom fees – drove the price up to 150% of NAV.  When 
Bitcoin corrected sharply Osprey plunged 65% 
compared to the 28% decline suffered by GBTC.  It is 
currently trading at a ~16% discount. Trading volume is 
low with 3-month average daily volume of ~48,000 
shares. 
 
Bitwise 10 Crypto Index Fund  
 
Bitwise is the largest with ~$1 billion in assets. This 
index fund provides market-cap-weighted exposure to 
the 10 largest crypto assets covering ~70% of the market. 
Not surprisingly ~88% is Bitcoin and Ethereum. The 
index is constructed by Bitwise management team using 
a rules-based process and rebalanced monthly. 
Underlying digital assets are held in Coinbase Custody 
Trust Company. Expenses paid by selling crypto assets – 
the fund holds very little cash. Available in brokerage 
accounts under the ticker BITW. Currently trading at an 
almost 24% discount to NAV. Expense ratio is 2.5%.  
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Lightly traded with 3-month average daily volume ~120,000.  It is a Delaware Trust but operates like a 
publicly traded partnership and tax information is reported on Schedule K-1.  Bitwise also offers a selection of 
non-public funds to accredited investors similar to the Grayscale product line. 
 
Bitcoin Futures 
 
Another way of speculating on crypto price movements without actually owning any.  Anyone can take a 
position in a future’s contract by agreeing to buy or sell an underlying asset at a specific price at expiration.  
Bitcoin futures began trading on CBOE in December 2017 and have expanded to several other platforms 
including the CME.  But let’s face it, most investors aren’t that comfortable fooling around with futures.  
 
The SEC has yet to let investors pool direct crypto assets in an ETF or mutual fund, but the first Bitcoin futures  
ETF ProShares Bitcoin Strategy (BITO) was launched in mid-October 2021.  As noted, it does not invest 
directly in Bitcoin but trades futures contracts hoping to track the price. It quickly amassed an impressive 
asset base of ~$1.4 billion and is easily traded through most brokerage accounts. A second fund, Valkyrie 
Bitcoin Strategy (BTF), hit the markets a few days after BITO.  It has a similar expense ratio but hasn’t 
attracted as much interest with under $60 million in assets.  VanEck joined the gang in mid-November 
releasing its lower-cost (.65%) futures product VanEck Bitcoin Strategy ETF (XBTF).  Bitcoin Strategy 
ProFund (BTCFX) is a mutual fund version of the ProShares ETF issued several months earlier. In addition to 
Bitcoin futures it can hold Canadian ETFs that own coin directly and uses leverage.  At 1.15%, the expense 
ratio is reasonable for an active fund, but it has only around $30 million in assets. 
 
Funds must roll futures contracts monthly jacking up costs.  As managers compete for inventory contract 
prices have been bid up further exacerbating a divergence in the funds’ performance relative to target. The 
annualized roll yield on Bitcoin futures (the gap between front month futures and Bitcoin’s price) averaged 
~8.4% (meaning an investor nets ~$92 annually before fees for every $100 gain in the price of Bitcoin). Roll 
yields have been as high as 17%.  It remains to be seen if active management can mitigate some of the drag. 
Another hurdle exists in the limits imposed by the CME on Bitcoin futures volume. BITO shed -27.7% from 
inception through year-end 2021 while Bitcoin is down -26%. To compensate, funds state that they may look 
for other Bitcoin exposure. 
 
Global X Blockchain & Bitcoin strategy ETF (BITS) is one that has done just that.  Its primary purpose is to 
bet on Bitcoin futures, but it also invests in blockchain-related equities through its affiliated stock ETF Global 
X Blockchain (BKCH).  The expense ratio is lower at .65%. 
 
Digital Asset and Blockchain Technology Equities 
 
These funds do not try to track digital currency price trends but attempt to capitalize on its popularity and 
potential applications for the technology. 
 
Amplify Transformational Data Sharing ETF (BLOK) invests in businesses deriving revenues from the use 
or development of blockchain technology. Fairly concentrated with ~44 holdings and ~40% of assets in the top 
10. BLOK is the largest in the space with $1.7 billion in assets. Many constituents are large enterprises whose 
blockchain related revenues, while sizable, represent a small portion of the total. MicroStrategy, for example, 
is best known for the Bitcoin in its treasury. BLOK enhances exposure to crypto asset prices through Canadian 
ETFs that hold Bitcoin directly.  Fairly expensive for an equity ETF at 0.71%. Launched in early 2018. 

Bitwise Crypto Industry Innovators ETF (BITQ), a relative newcomer it tracks the Bitwise 30 Index of the 
same name.  Companies must generate revenue from cryptocurrency ecosystem or hold substantial reserves 
in a crypto asset. Also concentrated with just 30 stocks that include miners, trading platforms, MicroStrategy 
and custodians. A small fund at $140 million and .85% expense ratio. 
 
VanEck Digital Transformation ETF (DAPP) is another newbie with just $75 million.  It is relatively 
inexpensive at .5%.  Tracks the MVIS Global Digital Assets Equity Index.  Focused – 25 positions.  It is a global 
all cap fund representing companies that have the potential to derive at least half of their revenues from 
digital assets. 
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First Trust Indxx Innovative Transaction and Process 
ETF (LEGR) founded in 2018 follows the Indxx 
Blockchain Index – a group of companies with some 
connection to the technology. It scores potential members 
that meet certain size and liquidity criteria: 1 for those 
actively developing, 2 for actively using and 3 for 
companies exploring blockchain.  Only 1s and 2s are 
admitted and it is capped at 100.  Reconstituted 2x 
annually.  .65% expense ratio and $142 million. 
 
Siren NASDAQ NexGen Economy ETF (BLCN) is 
another passive ETF based on the NASDAQ Blockchain 
Economy Index that also uses a scoring system to assess a 
company’s potential to benefit from the technology.  A 
$310 million fund, it is a little more diversified.  Its largest 
position, Silvergate – a lender to crypto related activities - 
is just 2.6%. Expense ratio .68%. 
 
Global X Blockchain ETF (BKCH) mentioned above is 6 
months old and tracks the Solactive Blockchain Index. 
Concentrated in 25 companies that either generate or are 
poised to generate revenues from blockchain activities. 
They diversify by including a few companies that 
generate less than 50% of revenues from the technology. 
So far it has kept up with the index admirably, up 29.27% 
since inception through November 30th. 
 
What’s on the Horizon? 
 
We can only imagine!  NYDIG is just one enterprise 
committed to “Bitcoin for All.”  A subsidiary of Stone 
Ridge, a multibillion-dollar holding company, it recently 
raised $1 billion to further its efforts to make crypto 
assets, and Bitcoin specifically, mainstream. They are 
developing products allowing all sorts of companies to 
denominate transactions in Bitcoin – from bank accounts 
that pay interest, allow trading and store Bitcoin, to 
annuities with exposure, to crypto payroll and 401K 
benefits to the conversion or holding of Bitcoin donations. 
 
Research for this essay convinces us that the crypto 
currency concept is not a fleeting fad. While we 
understand the mechanics about as well as molecular 
biology, lots of very intelligent people “get it.”  At the 
same time, as with any revolutionary innovation, there 
will be big winners and losers.  The landscape will be 
shifting – sometimes violently – before the crypto and 

“real” ecosystems function smoothly side by side. We 
don’t recommend speculation to clients, but we hope 
those of you with a craving for it will find our survey 
helpful.  As mentioned, you can’t buy or hold crypto 
in your Fidelity account yet, but you can view a 
Coinbase wallet there.  Please let us know if you are 
interested in additional information about any of the 
publicly traded instruments that can be purchased 
through FIWS - and hold on to your hats – and 
wallets - if you do! 
 
 
 
We are pleased to announce that Brad Neumann, 
CFA, was recently awarded a Certificate in ESG 
Investing having completed the curriculum offered 
by the CFA Institute.  As we mentioned in our 4th 
quarter 2020 essay, identifying funds that meet 
specific objectives can be challenging and Brad’s 
expertise will be very helpful. 
 

 
 

Dates: 12/1/2018-11/30/2021 Source: Morningstar 

 

Table II Max 
Drawdown 

Months From 
Max 

Drawdown 
To Recovery 

CMBI Bitcoin TR USD -42.17 4.00 
S&P 500 TR USD -19.60 4.00 
NASDAQ 100 TR USD -12.91 1.00 
Russell 2000 TR USD -30.61 8.00 
S&P GSCI Brent Crude Spot -63.43 15.00 

   


